
 

 

 

 

Choose the correct answer: 
1. Solid matter has a …………… shape. 

A. definite  B. indefinite  C. vague  D. square 

2. Climate can change slightly from day to day. The underlined word means: 

A. fairly  B. significantly C. extremely  D. acutely 

3. ……… is the process of changing to suit different conditions. 

A. Correction  B. Adaptation C. Struggling  D. Settlement 

4. Koalas would actually rather ……….. than eat other kinds of eucalyptus trees that they are used to. 

A. exercise  B. run   C. starve  D. sleep 

5. The atmosphere consists ………… the layers of gases and air above Earth. 

A. on   B. at   C. from  D. of 

6. Liquid matter takes the shape of …………. 

A. a cylinder  B. a vase  C. a cup  D. its container 

7. In the ………….. regions of Earth, there are two extremely cold climates: Ice caps and Tundra. 

A. subtropical B. tropical  C. polar  D. Wet 

8. To …….. is to continue to live or exist after coming close to dying or being destroyed. 

A. surprise  B. surpass  C. survive  D. surrender 

9. Koalas are extremely picky eaters. The underlined word means: 

A. selfish  B. selective  C. generous  D. greedy 

10. The air around us has several gasses like the oxygen we breathe ………… 

A. in   B. of   C. out   D. on 

11. If you were to look at liquid matter under the microscope, you would see its tiny particles 

………….. past each other. 

A. losing  B. sliding  C. increasing  D. decreasing 

12. The ………… climates are found near the equator. 

A. coldest  B. warmest  C. more moderate D. most moderate 

13. Living things have certain adaptations that allow them to survive in a specific ……. 

A. battle  B. movement  C. environment D. accident 

14. If you make ………. for something or someone, you move or move things so there's space for them. 

A. place  B. area  C. distance  D. room 

15. Some animals' adaptations prevent other animals ………… wanting to eat them. 

A. at   B. for   C. from  D. to 

16. …….. are the leading cause of plants and animals becoming endangered or extinct. 

A. Wild animals B. Humans  C. Forest fires D. Weather conditions 

17. The most dangerous thing we as humans do that harms plants and animals is that we …… their 

habitats. 

A. destroy  B. encourage  C. protect  D. develop 

18. ………… is a kind of wood that has been prepared for building. 

A. Lumber  B. Log   C. Plywood  D. Canopy 

19. Solid matter takes up a definite amount of space. This means that it has a specific …………… 

A. length  B. width  C. area  D. volume 

20. Animals that are not protected may become extinct or completely die ……. 

A. in   B. of   C. out   D. on 

21. In a forest biome, some trees grow taller than other plants around them so they can reach the 

………… 

A. sky   B. sunlight  C. clouds  D. water sources 

22. Scientists have identified eleven different climates on Earth. The underlined word means: 

A. distinguished B. personified  C. valued  D. appreciated 
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23. The particles of solids are packed very ………… 

A. lightly  B. tightly  C. carelessly  D. loosely 

24. The sun shines directly on the ……….. when earth is facing the sun. 

A. equator  B. two poles  C. West Coast D. Mediterranean 

25. People's awareness of how human actions impact nature is the first step ………. protecting 

habitats. 

A. on   B. at   C. in   D. toward 

26. The volume of the liquid ………….. by changing the container. 

A. changes  B. decreases  C. increases  D. does not change 

27. Monkeys have long tails that they can use almost like another …………… 

A. arm  B. leg   C. hand  D. foot 

28. Giraffes have long ….….. which allow them to reach leaves at the top of tall trees. 

A. legs   B. necks  C. trunks  D. tails 

29. …………… is a set of animals or plants in which the members have similar characteristics and can 

bread with each other. 

A. Band  B. Assembly  C. species  D. Category 

30. Everything around you is made ……….. matter. 

A. for   B. of   C. in   D. on 

31. The poles at the top and bottom of Earth's sphere receive the ……….. sunlight. 

A. least  B. most  C. little  D. fewest 

32. In the word "Methods," the final "s" is pronounced: 

A. /s/   B. /z/   C. /iz/   D. ------ 

33. In the verb "Invented," the final "ed" is pronounced: 

A. /t/   B. /d/   C. /id/   D. ------ 

34. You can ……………. open this tin. 

A. easy  B. easier  C. easiest  D. easily 

35. He really makes me angry. He ………… late.  

A. always come B. always comes C. is always coming D. always coming 

36. They ……….. any pets. 

A. aren't having B. don't have  C. are having  D. have 

37. Have the children all had …………. Dinner? 

A. they are  B. they're  C. their  D. there 

38. John ………. at the garage until he finds a suitable job. 

A. works  B. is working  C. was working D. had been working 

39. Emma, did you take the photo by ……………….. 

A. herself  B. yourself  C. yourselves  D. itself 

40. The hamster can be …………… in a cage. 

A. kept  B. keeping  C. keep  D. been kept 

41. There are far ……….. many people on this train. 

A. too   B. two   C. to   D. toe 

42. The movie was ……………the book. 

A.  as   B.  as good  C.  good as  D.  as good as 

43. Alicia, ……………the windows, please. It’s too hot in here. 

A.  opens  B. opened  C.  open  D.  will opened 

44. ……………… must be millions of stars in space. 

A. They are  B. They're  C. Their  D. There 

45. Grapes are ………….. in California by farmers. 

A. grown  B. grew  C. growing  D. grow 

46. We ……….. forward to meeting you at the interview tomorrow. 

A. look   B. are looking  C. will look  D. were looking 

47. This parcel needs to be sent …………… India by tomorrow. 

A. too   B. to   C. toe   D. two 

48. The company will upgrade ……………computer information system next month. 

A.  there  B.  their  C. its   D.  it’s 

 



49. He has an interesting hobby, but my sister has the ……….. hobby in the world. 

A. interesting  B. more interesting C. most interesting D. interestingly 

50. The party has already ………………. 

A. start  B. starts  C. starting  D. started 

51. He drives the car ……………… 

A. carefully  B. careful  C. more careful D. the most careful 

52. We live in a small house, but my grandparents' house is even ………….. 

A. small  B. smaller  C. the smallest D. more small 

53. I have only a ……………Christmas cards left to write.  

A.  few   B. less   C. fewer  D.  little 

54. Eli’s hobbies include jogging, swimming, and …………… mountains. 

A. to climb    B.  climb   C.  climbed          D.  climbing  

 

Select the underlined word or phrase that is incorrect.  
55. Jean-Pierre will spend his vacation either in Singapore nor the Bahamas.  

A.  will  B.  his   C.  nor   D.  Bahamas 

56. Takeshi swimmed one hundred laps in the pool yesterday.  

A.  swimmed  B.  hundred  C.  in   D.  yesterday 

57. I had a enjoyable time at the party last night.  

A.  a   B.  time  C.  at   D.  last 

58. I told the salesman that I was not interesting in buying the latest model.  

A.  told  B.  that  C.  interesting D.  buying  

Choose the word which has a different pronunciation of the final "ed" or "s" 
59. A. Fixed   B. Demanded  C. Started  D. Arrested 

60. A. Allowed  B. Baked  C. Arrived  D. Appeared 

61. A. Changes  B. Closes  C. Decides  D. Washes 

62. A. Exports  B. Asks  C. Helps  D. Opens 

 

Match the two parts of the sentences: 
63. Matter can take 

64. When a town expands, it pushes  

65. The Koala is partly to blame for 

66. An endangered species can hardly survive 

A. its own conditions as an endangered creature. 

B. three different forms: solid, liquid and gas. 

C. unless it is protected. 

D. the local wildlife away from to its natural 

habitat. 

 

Say whether the following statements are true or false: 
67. A skunk's horrible smell encourages larger animals to eat them.  A. True B. False 

68. Wetland and grassland are unique habitats that are especially at risk.  A. True B. False 

69. An endangered species is a species that has so many members.  A. True B. False 

70. Animals in the forest have a wide variety of adaptations.    A. True B. False 
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Choose the correct answer: 
1. A. definite   

2. A. fairly   

3. B. Adaptation  

4. C. starve   

5. D. of 

6. D. its container 

7. C. polar  

8. C. survive   

9. B. selective   

10. A. in    

11. B. sliding   

12. B. warmest   

13. C. environment  

14. D. room 

15. C. from   

16. B. Humans   

17. A. destroy   

18. A. Lumber   

19. D. volume 

20. C. out    

21. B. sunlight   

22. A. distinguished  

23. B. tightly   

24. A. equator   

25. D. toward 

26. D. does not change 

27. C. hand   

28. B. necks   

29. C. species   

30. B. of    

31. A. least   

32. B. /z/    

33. C. /id/    

34. D. easily 

35. C. is always coming  

36. B. don't have   

37. C. their   

38. B. is working   

39. B. yourself   

40. A. kept   

41. A. too    

42. D.  as good as 

43. C.  open   

44. D. There 

45. A. grown   

46. A. look    

47. B. to    

48. C. its    
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49. C. most interesting  

50. D. started 

51. A. carefully   

52. B. smaller   

53. C. fewer   

54. D.  climbing  

 

Select the underlined word or phrase that is incorrect.  
55. C.  nor    

56. A.  swimmed   

57. A.  a    

58. C.  interesting   

 

Choose the word which has a different pronunciation of the final "ed" or "s"  
59. A. Fixed    

60. B. Baked   

61. C. Decides  

62. D. Opens 

 

Match the two parts of the sentences: 
63. B. three different forms: solid, liquid and gas. 

64. D. the local wildlife away from to its natural habitat. 

65. A. its own conditions as an endangered creature. 

66. C. unless it is protected. 

 

Say whether the following statements are true or false: 
67. B. False 

68. A. True  

69. B. False 

70. A. True  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


